
• 6.4% increase in sales  
of advertised products

• 5X return on ad spend

• Paid search performance  
4X the industry average

• Gains in awareness,  
engagement, intent to  
purchase, and conversions

CASE STUDY:  
CHAR-GRILLER HEATS UP SALES AND MARKETING  
THROUGH DIGITAL ADVERTISING WITH CENTRO

#CentroInAction

FAST FACTS
LIGHTING A  
DIGITAL FLAME 
Char-Griller is a small, family-owned 
maker of grills and smokers based 
in Sea Island, Georgia. The company’s  
products are sold at big-box  
retailers like Wal-Mart, Lowe’s,  
and Home Depot. As a small  
manufacturer in a competitive  
market, Char-Griller built its brand 
making high-quality, affordable  
products and relying on traditional, 
low-cost marketing efforts like  
local print and mailers. To compete 
with big-name brands, the company 
needed a more powerful advertising  
medium. That’s why it turned  
to Centro for digital expertise.

Char-Griller had three main objectives: 
to drive sales conversions at retail 
stores, engage and build audiences, 
and drive a baseline for advertising 
spend and results. 
 
In addition, the company wanted to 
target an audience of men ages 25 to 
54 with a household income between 
$50,000 and $75,000, as well as run  
a test with the Hispanic audience as  
a secondary focus. With these goals 
as fuel, Char-Griller and its agency 
partner, Daisy Media Company,  
decided to light a digital flame —  
a fire they hoped would ignite  
increased sales and customer  
acquisition. Centro was the  
perfect match.

HOT STRATEGIES 
AND TACTICS
Using a combination of approaches,  

including display, social, video, and 
search tactics, we helped the client 
drive awareness, engagement, 
intent to purchase, and conversions 
among its target audiences.  
We leveraged our DSP to  
extend the client’s reach among 

WHY CENTRO?

Basis by Centro: 
Centro’s Basis technology 
centralizes, organizes, and 
automates all digital media 
campaigns across all channels, 
accessing both guaranteed 
and biddable inventory to 
achieve any objective. 

Our innovative, holistic 
approach gives marketers 
a single system of record to 
fulfill their research, planning, 
buying, optimization, reporting, 
and reconciliation needs.

CENTRO SOLUTIONS

future intenders and audiences 
through the use of historical learning  
and data. Paid search was a key 
tactic, garnering performance more 
than four times the industry average. 

Collectively, these approaches 
helped the campaign efficiently  
deliver incremental sales, beat  
industry performance standards, 
and achieve an eCPM well below 
plan, thus providing for additional  
added-value impressions.

Overall, Char-Griller saw a 6.4  
percent increase in sales of the 
products advertised with Centro,  
and realized a 5X return on  
investment. The client and agency 
partners were delighted with the 
outcome and plan to turn up the 
digital burners with Centro in the 
coming year.

Programmatic 
technology allowed  

Centro to quickly shift  
dollars mid-campaign  
toward top-performing  

sites and channels so as  
to maximize the client’s  
budget by funding only  

investments that 
worked. 

Centro is a leading developer 
of digital advertising and media 
management software. Centro 
software and services make  
digital advertising easier for  
more than 2,000 customers.  
More than $400 million is  
processed through Centro’s  
software annually. Founded in 
2001, Centro is headquartered  
in Chicago with 37 offices in the 
U.S. and Canada.
 
To learn more about Centro,  
visit www.centro.net or email  
us at info@centro.net.

centro.net


